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Sticky Fingers - Multiple Facets Of The Same Diamond

                            tom:
                Dbm
Intro: Dbm  B  Gbm  Gbm
        Dbm  B  Gbm  Gbm

[Primeira Parte]

Dbm                 B
I see it in the evening sun, woah
Gbm
Even when it rains it pours
Dbm       B
The storm is here
         Gbm
But soon it?ll be gone
                        Dbm
Tears turn to smiles in the morning sun
          B
You only got one run around the sun
Gbm
So you better make it count you aren?t the only one
Dbm              B
A vision that I see in my mind
Gbm
Is multiple facets of the same diamond

One of a kind together

( Dbm  B  Gbm  Gbm )
( Dbm  B  Gbm  Gbm )

[Segunda Parte]

Dbm
Embraced for all to see
B
Blessed it out of me
Gbm
Came around the bend

But love didn?t come down no more
Dbm
So I sailed the seas
B
I let it bleed
Gbm
But you list?n to me

Break this salt and rain, I fold

[Refrão]

Dbm
When I get down with da beast I rock it
B
When I get down with da beast I rock it
Gbm
When I get down I?m a beast, no sonnet
Gbm
Life; I spend it away
Dbm
When I get down with da beast I rock it
B
When I get down with da beast I rock it
Gbm
When I get down I?m a beast, no sonnet
Gbm
Life; I spend it away

[Solo] Dbm  B  Gbm  Gbm
       Dbm  B  Gbm  Gbm

[Primeira Parte]

Dbm                 B     Gbm
I see it in the evening sun, ooo

Even when it rains it pours
Dbm
The storm is here
B              Gbm
But soon it?ll be gone

Tears turn to smiles in the morning sun
Dbm          B
Only got one run around the sun
Gbm
You better make it count you aren?t the only one
Dbm                  B
A vision that I see in my mind
           Gbm
Multiple facets of the same diamond

One of a kind together

[Refrão]

Dbm
When I get down with da beast I rock it
B
When I get down with da beast I rock it
Gbm
When I get down I?m a beast, no sonnet
Gbm
Life; I spend it away
Dbm
When I get down with da beast I rock it
B
When I get down with da beast I rock it
Gbm
When I get down I?m a beast, no sonnet
Gbm
Life; I spend it away

[Final]

Dbm                 B
I see it in the evening sun, woah
Gbm
Even when it rains it pours
Dbm       B
The storm is here
         Gbm
But soon it?ll be gone
                        Dbm
Tears turn to smiles in the morning sun
          B
You only got one run around this
Gbm
So make it count you aren?t the only one
Dbm              B
A vision that I see in my mind
Gbm
Is multiple facets of the same diamond

One of a kind together

Acordes


